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April 25, 2012  
 

Performance! Release 12.6280.1 
 

Flowserve is pleased to announce release of Performance!  12.6280.1, the Industry’s foremost 
Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management software. This is the latest release to 
the Industry’s foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management software. 
 
The following Enhancements and Bugs are resolved in this release. 
 
Enhancements 
 
1. Improved Infrastructure 
 
The software application and database infrastructure has been improved to a large extent. This 
significantly has improved the speed of operation of Performance! Application. 
 
The startup screen displayed at the start of the application has been changed to improve the 
aesthetic look of the application. 
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2. Valve Suggestions  (Alpha Version ) 
 
A new “Add On” tool “Valve Suggestion’ is developed to provide preliminary recommendations 
for valve models ranked by user benefit based on application and process conditions. 
Additionally, this tool has features for users to recalculate the benefits and rankings by adjusting 
the slider bars and weightings based on user preferences for valve style, delivery, reliability, 
controllability, and service. Finally, the tool has functionality to select multiple valves which then 
load into core Performance! for detailed sizing and selection by using “Alternate Solution” 
capability. 
 
This tool was developed for Shell and for models within the scope of Alliance Agreement. 
 
The label “Valve Suggestion”  will be enabled in Valve Manager  for Alpha Testing users.  
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3. Revision Summary/Detail Report 
 
A new report for Valve revision summary and details is added to ‘Print Menu ’. This prints 
detailed summary of all the revisions made and includes the number of revisions, locked dates 
and the user information for the revisions made.   
 
The label is ‘Revision Summary’  and can be printed by selecting the check box in ‘Print 
Menu ”.  
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4. SmallFlow 385000 Improvements 
 
Body style option has been added with rules put into place to have proper materials available for 
Cast and Fabricated styles.  As a result, this option enables you to select the body style for the 
valve (Cast  or Fabricated ). 
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5. Multi-Z redesign/standardization 
 
The standard set of pre-designed Multi-Z trims has been added. There are four distinct designs 
that include: 
S - Standard  
N – Notched 
P – Particle optimized 
O – On/Off 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The designs used in the selected trim can be recognized from the trim number format which is 
given below:  
 
X.XXDAS  
Where,  X.XX – Trim Number 
       D – Trim Design 
  A – Unique letter designation 
  S – Number of stages 
 
For example: 2.8SQ3 denotes a 2.8 inch trim, standard design, with a unique desig nation 
of Q that is 3 stages . 
 
Min Ctrl  – The Min Ctrl  text box displays the minimum controllable Cv for 
the selected trim. 
 
Cleaning stroke  – This check is used to determine the maximum particle 
size for the trim. If this check box is checked, the maximum particle size 
that can pass through the trim is based off a full 100% cleaning stroke.  If 
this check box is not selected, the maximum particle size for the trim will be 
determined based off the estimated calculated stroke for each process 
condition. 
 
REQ – This edit box is used to enter the required particle size for the application. 
 
MAX– This textbox displays the calculated maximum particle that can pass through the trim. 
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6. Remarks / Notes restructuring 
 
A Remarks  tab has been added to the Performance!  Specification  dialog. All the remarks are 
organized under this tab. An additional remarks type has also been added. (Note 1 – Note 15 ).  
These Notes behave similar to option remarks. 
 
With this release of Performance!, the specification sheet has been enhanced to print out the 
remarks. A proper word wrapping has been included for the text to be seen properly in the 
printed specification sheet. As a result, there will be no more cut off text or excessive white 
space. Also the printing of multiple pages of notes has been enabled in this release of 
Performance!. 
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7. Maxflo 3  
 
Maxflo 3 now has options for the current fabricated bonnet and a new investment cast bonnet. 
The new investment cast bonnet has a limitation of not being able to be used with twin packing. 
 

 
 
The shaft and end plug now have an option to be in 17-4PH. 
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Bugs Fixed 
 
Issue # 6116, 9633, 9172, 8734, 9147, 9484, 9584, 4126, 5308, 6977, 9170, 9508, 8748, 9503, 
2397, 10407, 7022, 5806, 2045, 10148, 9298, 8924, 10360, 10161, 8883, 10356, 4879, 2818, 
10114, 10115, 8782, 7499, 8693, 7925, 9580, 9497, 9912, 10109, 10107, 7744, 5005, 7053, 
8352, 9671, 9086, 9185, 9094, 9893, 10025, 10102, 5801, 4937, 2418, 8573, 10014, 9030, 
9031, 8855, 9043, 9042, 9033, 5150, 9723, 9725, 9724, 4139, 4009, 9498                
 
The summary report of above mentioned bugs is given below: 
 
0009246 / 0009231: On a 6" Mark I, it will not keep seat material selection. The limitation of 

not being able to select 416SS and 410SS has been removed for seat, plug and retainer. 

 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9246 
 
0006116: Multi-Z trim information such as CV values, stroke, trim size, Sigma MR, FL, 
Clearance CV and Control CV retrieved. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=6116 
 
0009633: Format of the printed document for parts list modified according to the specified 
format. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9633 
 
0009172: Enhanced revision control and detailed revision report made available for Shell. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9172 
 
0008734: For the first time, if we select fabricated body in the Sizing screen for SmallFlo 
385000, the Body material shows 1.4408/CF3M value. Next, if we change to cast body and then 
size, the same material 1.4408/CF3M is displayed again. Now at this stage, if we change the 
body material for cast body to some other valve, the original body material value (1.4408/CF3M) 
gets blocked for fabricated body also.  
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=8734 
 
0009147: A body material with different industry standards (ASTM and European) were clubbed 
and were assigned one value ID. For example, for Carbon Steel material, the ASTM/EU 

standard is "A105/1.0460" and its clubbed value ID is106704. Now, different standards of the 
same body material are assigned different value IDs with same body rules. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9147 
 
0009484: Pressure ratings defined for cast and fabricated body forms. A cast body can be used 
for lower pressure rating, whereas a fabricated body can be used with all pressure ratings. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9484 
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0009584: Different trim design selection supported for Multi-Z Trim. This standardization 
enables the trims to be included in the BOM Tree.  
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9584 
 
0004126: For ESS DIN template, the value for the End Connection Size is not copied to the 
valve. Instead some other value is displayed against this attribute. But the when we select 

this value, the Pick list dialog is displayed. This dialog allows the selection and copies the 

correct value of the End Connection Size to the valve.  

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=4126 
 
0005308: Rules added for Air Filter Regulator. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=5308 
 
0006977: Wrong selection of NAMUR mounting shaft used by VR Cylinder Actuator. When a 

rotary valve is to be sized, the accessory will use the NAMUR mounting shaft. This is not 

always correct as it is ACTUATOR dependent. The VR cylinder does not use a NAMUR 

mounting; it needs a standard linear shaft. There is likely confusion due to other rotary 

actuators that do take NAMUR mount accessories (eg. Automax Supernova, Heavy Duty). 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=6977 
 
0009170: Equation for calculation of Pw. (Shell -Energy Conversion Factor). Attached 

equation calculates Pw.  

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9170 
 
0009508: NAMUR mounting blocked for VR actuators and Logix positioner. This pair requires 

the positioner shaft to be Linear D Shaft, not the NAMUR. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9508 
 
0008748: Positioner shaft option of VDI.VDE 3845 (NAMUR) blocked for VR and NR 

actuators. This option is not available with these actuators. Selection of this option creates a 

wrong positioner model. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=8748 
 
0009503: API 609 option added to Valdisk as one of the face-to-face option. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9503 

 

0002397: UHMPHE soft seat material attribute added for Valdisk-BX. This option may have 

been active earlier and then just turned off. Now, it has been turned on again for all sites. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=2397 
 
0010407: Only three materials available for Mark One Seat Retainer material selection. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10407 
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0007022: The XL Positioner is linked to Valtek Filter in the Performance! application. If you 

select XL Positioner, Performance automatically inlcudes the Valtek Filter and Nipple 

Mounting. It is not a great pricing problem but it does mean errors on data. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=7022 
 
0005806: While specifing an electric actuator E4-43, Performance! was showing a stroke of 

30mm in the specification sheet, instead of 40mm. The users were unable to change this 

value. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=5806 
 
0002045: Tubing needs to be specified for Logix 500 Air-to-Open with Solenoid on FlowTop. 

Normally, the Logix 500 is directly mounted to the FlowTop with no tubing or fittings when 

the actuator is configured air-to-open. But, if a solenoid is specified, tubing and fittings are 

required in all cases. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=2045 
 

0010148: Lines were not coming in proper position in the printed spec sheet. This was 

making the reading of details difficult. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10148 
 
0009298: In spite of selecting the NACE MR0103 for the valve, the QA tab of the 

Specification screen displays NACE MR0175 as the Certificate of Conformance.  

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9298 
 
0008924: A user reported about the mismatching of stroke time values in open/closed 

directions on the screen and spec sheet. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=8924 

 

0010360: The Garlock packing material is not available with Twin Packing Style. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10360 

 

0010161: Shearstream SB and Torex TX valve have been included in Singapore (SIN) site. 

These two valves were found only in LIN site. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10161 

 

0008883: A valve selection utility (GDE-Selling) to be create for Shell that will give 

suggestions of valves based off header and process inputs. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=8883 

 

0010356: The seat retainer materials for a Mark One with a standard retainer were 

incorrect. The list shows the values for a stealth stack incorrectly.  

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10356 
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0004879: Kammer P0 Actuator removed from Pittsburgh for the Small Flow and Series 

30000 valves. By default, the Performance! makes P0 available for the selection for these 

valves. But P0 option is not available from Pittsburgh site. It has been removed from the 

selection now.  
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=4879 
 

0002818: The PTFE V-Ring Spring Loaded packing for Kammer Series 80000 is incorrect. It 

is not available for this Series. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=2818 

 

0010114: On the Villach site code, the Performance! did not allowed the user to select the 

required gauges. The user was trying to select something in Performance! that should have 

been available as per him. He has to use site code VIL to place orders on Villach and on site 

code VIL he is unable to select any gauges in the Logix 500 selection. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10114 

 

0010115: Changes done on Shell EFA - Kammer Products and Pricing in Performance!. 

During testing, some rounding multiplier errors were found in the spec sheet.  

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10115 
 
0008782: P-T Violation was shown for Sureguard XT packing for 2500# rating body valves. 

Standard the Max Pressure for Suregaurd XT Packing is 3000 Psi and the user’s condition 

was showing a pressure of 3715 psi, which was exceeding the max pressure.  

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=8782 
 
0007499: Selection of the Channelstream bilinear trim brings up an error for actuator 

stating 'NO available actuators were found. Please consult factory to assure proper selection 

of actuator'.   

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=7499 
 
0008693: Performance! was showing the “Error retrieving Channelstream Sigma (A coef) 

data...Calculations are suspect..." message.  The error was coming in Perf Client version of 

Performance! application.  

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=8693 
 
0007925: An error message stating “missing link trim char to specs” was displayed for 

ChannelStream. As a result, the channel stream trim was not showing. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=7925 

 

0009580: MicroCav Cv greater than 0.35 are restricted to Angle Bodies only. Performance! 

currently allows either Mark One globe or angle bodies to be selected for MicroCav trim. The 

trims with Cv's 0.42 and 0.50 must be either in a 1" Angle or 1.5" Globe or 2" Globe; and 

Cv's 0.70, 0.80, 1.00, and 1.25 must be 1.5" or 2" Angle bodies only. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9580 
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0009497: For Mark One/ FlowTop/ FlowPro/ FLowPak, the user was unable to select another 

High Temp Painting as it was rule blocked. Rules have now been blocked.  

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9497 

 

0009912: New sizes and designs for body with Butt weld (BW) added for FlowTop ANSI.  

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9912 

 

0010109: Specifying the 316/Alloy 6 trim material in a NACE valve resulted in the NACE 

Violation in spite of the fact that Alloy 6 hard facing is perfectly acceptable for NACE.  

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10109 

 

0010107: Pricing updates done for PMI tests for MarkOne / Mark100 / FlowTop / FlowPro / 

FlowPak valves. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10107 

 

0007744: Maxflo3 was showing pressure violation and pressure drop was minimal. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=7744 

 

0005005: With Performance! we can select Logix3200 for Flowpack. But practically, it is not 

possible. This could result in big disaster if rep gets an order on that basis without double 

checking with Villach.   

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=5005 
 
0007053: Wrong model code for actuators shown in line 51 for Kammer valves. Instead of 

the actuator model code, the valve model code will be shown. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=7053 
 
0008352: There was an incorrect rule for KA Integral Regulator. It was not possible to 

choose an Integral Regulator for KA Actuators.  

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=8352 
 
0009671: Performance! calculated an actuator who don't work on the real Valve. A MarkOne 

DN25 ISO PN 100 as an On/Off valve, Performance calculated a 25 sqinch with standard 

spring. At the factory they built it but after test the tightness cann't be acheived. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9671 

 

0009086: The option for printing the Revision Records are missing. In earlier versions of 

Performance!, there was a feature of printing the revision history for each tag which was 

helpful to take up with customer for change orders.  

 

In the latest release of Performance!, this option has been added in the Print Menu dialog. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9086 
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0009185: New body design 3-Flange size DIN150 added to FlowPro valve. Body materials 

available for this design are 1.0619, 1.5419, 1.6220, 1.7357, 1.4581, 1.Pressure rating PN 

63-160 and End connection Flanged end available. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9185 

 

0009094: Bonnet Port type 1/8 G (Plugged) added to FlowTop / Flow Pro. There was a need 

to change the value for Bonnet Port Type, because we do not use a "1/4 NPT-F (Plugged) 

we use a "1/8 G (Plugged). 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9094 

 

0009893: Performance! allowed users to select the Four-Flange for FlowTop angle valve. It 

is a rule that angle valve allows only three-flange. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9893 

 

0010025: The user was unable to price Kammer valve using Shell Alliance pricing. Exchange 

rate from EUR to USD is -1, which was also wrong. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10025 

  

0010102: Incorrect stroke (3.00) was calculated for MGSTRM class 600 guided valve. The 

correct stroke is 4.00 for both linear and equal percentage characteristic. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10102 

 

0005801: Kammer P1 stainless steel actuator added for SmallFlow-080000 and SmallFlow-

385000.  

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=5801 

 

0004937: Design Pressure was not working correctly. When the design pressure is set to 0 

psig, Performance automatically changes this to 0 psia. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=4937 

 

0002418: The design temperature and pressure were not being calculated for most of the 

materials. The "Design Temperature" and "Design Pressure" does not correctly calculate the 

B16.34 pressure class for Low Temp CS, Alloy 20, Bronze, Hastelloy C, Hastelloy B, Monel, 

Duplex SS 22% Cr, Duplex SS 25% Cr, 304L, Titanium, Nickel, 304 SS, Inconel 600, etc. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=2418 

 

0008573: Nomenclature problem in surface finish of the Flange facing. Industry accepts 

125-250Ra surface finish nomenclature.  

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=8573 

 

0010014: The printed specification sheet was not showing the right part. The user was 

selecting Foxboro SGE985-S7EAAN in Performance! but the specification sheet was showing 

Foxboro SGE985-S2EAAN. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10014 
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0009030: Tables made available for actuator sizes that fit on M200 for each actuator type. 

This is a function of valve size, Trim Size, Pressure Class, Trim Type, Actuator Model 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9030 

 

0009031: Tables/curve data such as FL, XT, FD made available for M200 for each actuator 

type.  

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9031 

 

0008855: Product definition structure added for the MK200. The Cv data and structure are 

needed for the trims namely Standard, CavControl, ChannelStream, and MegaStream. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=8855 

 

0009043: The standard ChannelStream designs data was needed for M200. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9043 

 

0009042: For M200 MegaStream sizing, additional information is required, such as XT as a 

function of capacity. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9042 

 

0009033: For M200, the CV table/data was required. The CV table includes Valve Size, Trim 

Char, Trim Number, Stroke, CV100, CV90, CV80, CV70, CV60, CV50, CV40, CV30, CV20, 

CV10, CV05. Also, all the parameters that make up a unique CV table such as  

Trim Type, Pressure Class, Trim Characteristic, Flow Direction, Body Style, Bellows Type, 

Soft Seat, Severe Service trim type, Guiding, Body Form were required in the data. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9033 

 

0005150: The user required the Cryogenic extension available in different designs of 

SmallFlow such as 385, 185, 020.  

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=5150 

 

0009723: The pricing for Mark One for LCB & LCC Body material is completed. The detailed 

body styles are: 

 

LCC: 

Angle, Expanded Outlet, Globe & Y-Body 

Sizes : 0.5 to 24 inch 

Pressure Class : 150# to 2500# 

 

LCB: 

3-Way, Angle, Expanded Outlet, Gloe & Y Body 

Sizes : 0.5 to 24 inch 

Pressure Class : 150#to 2500# 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9723 
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0009725: Prices entered in Perfedit for Duplex SS 25% Cr(<40) and Duplex SS25% 

Cr(>40) for Mark One (Body Material) and Mark One End Connection (Integral Flange). 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9725 

 

0009724: Price entered in Perfedit for Duplex SS 25% Cr(<40) and Duplex SS25% Cr(>40) 

for Mark One End Connection Type (316 SS Separable Flanges, CS Separable Flanges and 

RTJ) 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9724 

 

0004139: Guided Selling - New Valve Wizard for comparing two valves listing pros and 

cons. We can have a mechanism to auto compare valves and advise us on the pros/cons of 

the multiple valves. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=4139 

 

0004009: The user asked for an enhanced Import from InTools interface to make uploading 

of multiple data from major projects easier.  

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=4009 

 

0009498: Paint Specification - Offshore high temperature paint V63 is not possible in Pebble 

Gray. The correct colour is White Aluminium. 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=9498 

 
 
 
Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker : 
 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker  
 
Mohan Babu 
Director,  Engineering - Special Applications 
Mbabu@flowserve.com  


